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Executive Summary
The Granville Waratah Soccer Football Club is a small but growing club based at the beautiful and
historic Robin Thomas reserve. We have a long history with this reserve and the surrounding area.
We are generally happy with and supportive of the Draft Master plan. But the club does believe,
given the anticipated dramatic population increase occurring in the area, that the opportunity
should be taken to turn Robin Thomas into a modern all year round high quality sporting facility with
quality (synthetic) turf, 150 lux lighting, modern clubhouse and amenities block, cricket pitch and
nets. We can create a facility the city will be proud of for many years.
The club proposes a significant reconfiguration of Prescient 1 and some changes within Prescient 2
as detailed within.

Introduction
Granville Waratah Soccer Football Club (“The Club”) is a small community soccer club operating out
of Robin Thomas Reserve. The Club is the oldest club in western Sydney, with a history traced back
to 1898. The Club moved from Brunton Park, Granville (now the location of the Granville RSL club)
to Robin Thomas Reserve in about 1965, so has been at Robin Thomas for more than 50 years. Over
this period, the club has been the main winter season seasonal hirer of Robin Thomas. Additionally,
club members, through provision of their labour or through acquiring grants, have extended the
facilities of the reserve.1
In recent years, the Club has been dominantly a youth based club, with about 200 members in about
15 teams. The Club is culturally representative of the local area, typically with about 25 cultural
backgrounds across our membership. For many in the recent-migrant-dominated local community,
their experience as members of the Waratahs is their first experience (outside work and school) of
membership of an Australian community group and broader Australian culture, society and
camaraderie.

Master Plan process
We would like to note that this point, that whilst the club was involved in the 2014 draft master
plan, it was not brought into this current revision until this public display stage and we had not in
fact been told it was underway until the draft was released (though we had heard rumours). This is
a disappointment as since 2014 there have been significant population changes in the area and more
are to a happen, which impacts what we see as the future requirements on Robin Thomas. As a
major user of the reserve, we would have liked to bring these to council and State Government’s
attention earlier in the process.

Robin Thomas Reserve
The draft master plan does a good job of describing the reserve, its current and future use. We
address here for reference how the club has been using the field. During the winter seasons, the
Club configures Field 1 (nearer Harris Street) as a full field soccer pitch, for youth (12 years and up)
and adult games. We configure Field 2 for younger children’s games (5 years to 11 years of age) but
it can also be configured for adult games if needed. The configuration used on field 2 in 2017 (Figure
1) allowed us to run three 3 games (1 x U6/U7, 1 x U8/U9 and 1 x U10/U11) on field 2
simultaneously with a full field game on field 1.

1

Club members added various components, such as storerooms, to the amenities building. The club also
acquired a grant to construct the club-house and it was built with club member labour.
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Whilst the master plan describes Field 2 as a Youth field, this is not really true – whilst a little smaller
than preferred for Adult games, there are many fields, particularly in the Hills Shire, which are much
smaller and our association has no issue with using Field 2 as an Adult field. It must also be noted
that any reduction in the size of Field 2 over its current size could limit our ability to configure it as is
currently done, in particular, we need a width of about 65 metres and a length of about 80 metres
(current width is about 65 metres, current length is about 86 metres).
The Club prefers to keep the younger children on Field 2 to ensure they don’t chase balls onto Harris
Street.

Figure 1: How we configure Field 2 for use by younger children. The top is south, the
muddy sport we try to avoid is at the north west of field two (near the canteen)
The U10/U11 length is the width of the full field, which allows three of its lines to be
used as part of a full field layout as part of a quick switch to full field if needed.
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Field use
Formally, the fields are used by: our Club; Arthur Phillip High School; Parramatta Public School;
Maronite College of the Holy Family; Auburn Public School Sports Association; The Big Issue
Community Soccer Program; Northern Districts Cricket Association; and NSW Churches Cricket
Association.
Of particular note is that the NSW Department of Education has publically indicated2 that the field
would be used by Arthur Phillip High School (approx. 1,500 students) and Parramatta Public School
(approx. 900. students) as a replacement for their lost school-based sporting fields, a part of their
high rise (vertical school) redevelopments currently underway.
Informal use of Robin Thomas by the local community is also very frequent. Over summer daylightsavings evenings, the field is typically covered with small groups playing various sports – often more
than 50 people. In winter, the field is used every weekday by fitness groups, schools and small
groups playing ad-hoc games, soccer and otherwise. Many businesses are using the field for either
informal lunch-time sport or more formal fitness/team-building activities. In addition to most
weekday afternoons, on any weekend day when not used for formal games, the field is normally in
use for impromptu community cricket games and/or parent and child training sessions, which are
very popular with population demographics of the immediate area. The draft master plan
mentioned trying to formalise some of these arrangements which may help with the issue of these
uses continuing even when the field is closed.
All of the above use will only increase, indeed double, in coming years as thousands of units are built
within easy walking distance of Robin Thomas. It is the only sports field in walking distance of those
units and of much of the Parramatta CBD.
Further, Robin Thomas’ location in the geographic centre of Sydney make it an attractive option for
state wide competition games, and saw us hosting three Football NSW State Cup matches last year.
We look forward to hosting more of these important matches involving feeder-clubs to the A-League
in later seasons.
It is also attractive for international competitions. When Sydney hosted the Women’s Hockey World
Cup at Homebush Bay, a number of national teams resided in Parramatta hotels and used Robin
Thomas to train on.

Resulting Wear and Tear on the field surface.
The result of this high level of use is dramatic. Whilst we are a small club, the wear and tear on the
field is more typical of fields used by clubs with very large membership. The Field 1 northern goal
area has long been a problem but in 2017 the damage to the fields over the winter months was
more extensive and deeper then we have seen before. We were unable to host finals at Robin
Thomas last August as so much of the field was just dirt that we could not keep line markings down
for even one game – we were painting dirt that would quickly be kicked away.
The 2017 U6/U7 field is a case in point (see Figure 1). Throughout the season, our club used this
area for 1 hour on Wednesday night by 6 year olds, there was some very occasionally use by older
children on Tuesday and Thursday evenings (a small part of a much larger training area), and for
about 1 to 1.5 hours on Saturday mornings (two or three 30 minute games). So about 2.5 hours of
club use per week in total. By the end of the season, the entire field was just bare dirt3. Observation
of other people in the park over lunch times and in other periods suggests that any area with a

2
3

Mentioned in newspaper articles including for example http://tinyurl.com/ya5eur6j
The front page picture shows play on this field, all the grass is dead at that point, but later it disappeared.
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marked field was frequently used and this U6/U7 spot was very popular – which explains the
damage to this area.
This informal usage continues throughout the year. Figure 2 shows one of the informal groups in a
few days ago (January 2018). This is a favourite spot for this group, but note the damage to the field.
As currently constructed, it cannot handle this workload

Figure 2: An informal group playing soccer in January 2018. Groups like this are very common during daylight savings
evenings in particular, but also throughout the year. There were 3 other groups on the reserve at this point in time.
Of particular significance here is the wear and tear on the field. Five months after the end of the soccer season, after
about three months of warmth and sun, there is dead grass. The dark areas near the person in an orange shirt is
damaged grass. This area will turn quickly to dust in the winter season.

The master plan does not address this issue – the field surface today cannot handle the use it gets
over the winter months. This will only get worse as the local population grows.
We submit that the master plan must address the field surface, though we admit the issue is
complex. Possibilities include:
•

Restricting access to the field (e.g. banning lunch time groups). Not likely to be popular and out
of step with the masterplan.

•

Replanting the field with grasses that can tolerate the winter workload. We don’t know if this is
even possible and we suspect it would still struggle with the workload and lack of Northern sun
over winter.

•

Combining new grass with a reduction in shading from the Northern trees. The Northern trees
cause a lot of field maintenance issues but they are impressive trees and removal of all three
would be required to really resolve the issue – this might not be politically popular and would
likely require a major rework of the master plan since the entire aspect changes.

•

Laying artificial turf. In the past this would have been impractical, but we have been led to
believe artificial turf products now exist that could handle the Robin Thomas workload and
would be cost neutral over a 10 year lifespan. Whilst there would be some political resistance
(people do like real grass), we believe this is sellable – particular by pointing out that it is either
dirt or cut down the fig trees or artificial turf.

We strongly recommend this last option be fully investigated.

Impact of Light Rail
The club has proposed in a submission to the Light Rail EIS a different path from that presumed in
the master plan. The club is hopeful that our well-supported submission will be accepted, and this
would minimize the impact on Robin Thomas by ensuring it does not run along Harris Street
adjoining Robin Thomas. If this was accepted, only the George Street end of the reserve would be
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impacted and roughly in the same way as shown. To be very clear, we and the community do not
want the light rail route to follow the proposed option 1. Our solution is better and community
friendly.

Pedestrian flows
But – if it is presumed that the path shown in the master plan is taken, that is, the light rail runs
along Harris Street very close to the field, considerable care must be taken to ensure the safety of
users of the field and to address the flow of pedestrian traffic. The master plan does sketch out
suggested pedestrian flows, but makes no mention of this significant current flow and the impact of
the light rail on it. In particular, there is a large amount of pedestrian flow cutting across the North
Western corner of the field, i.e. people from/to George Street moving across to/from Macquarie
Street, taking advantage of the lights to cross Harris Street at Macquarie Street. We suspect these
people are from housing on the eastern end of George Street, River Road West and surrounding
areas. Take note that the pedestrian traffic from the eastern George Street area will increase
significantly after the new pedestrian foot bridge over Parramatta River is completed. Thousands of
new units and their residents will certain flow. We suspect the other end of the trip is, in many
cases, the rail/bus interchange or Westfield shopping centre. It is not clear how these people will
cross the reserve in the current plan – they will want to cut the corner somehow as they have always
done. Hopefully they won’t try to cross the light rail at inopportune (unsafe) points.
We recommend the master plan considers this flow of pedestrians in particular and how they are
likely to move around the reserve.

Light Rail Fencing
If the light rail follows the suggested path, the fencing between Robin Thomas and the light rail is of
considerable importance and will be hard to get right. It must be high enough to stop soccer and
cricket balls getting on the light rail – as where balls go, children will follow, presenting a significant
safety issue. The master plan suggests a 3 metre high fence. This is NOT high enough! It should be
noted that whilst you may think what you need to prevent is children climbing the fence, which 3
metres will probably do, what is actually required is to avoid any reason for children to want to get
around the fence. You must actually stop the balls and then children are not a problem. If the balls
do go over, children will find a way around to recover them, but with the risk of them running in
front of trains.
The height required is probably 4 to 5 metres. As this fence would be about 40 metres long, and
cannot have support structures for much of this length (light rail on one side, Field 1 on the other),
the engineering would seem to be a more significant challenge then similar fences. An additional
engineering challenge for this fence is to also maintain the aesthetics.
Recommendation – if the light rail runs adjoining Robin Thomas along Harris Street, the fencing
between the light rail and Robin Thomas Field 1 must be 4 to 5 metres high but still maintain the
aesthetics of the park. Of course if the light rail route is constructed as per our submission, then
these problems will not arise.

Precinct 1
Precinct 1 is the area where the club has most concerns. An extract of the proposed Precinct 1
layout from the draft master plan is shown in Figure 3.
The basis of our concerns here is that the plan has not taken advantage of the available space to
allow appropriately for the growth in the use of the reserve. In recent years the club’s membership
from young players has increased significantly. Many more are expected in future years as a number
of very large residential complexes are built in the area (including immediately across Harris Street).
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We are expecting our current field layout will become insufficient over the next few years,
particularly noting that, in general, child games must be complete by about 12:30pm on a Saturday
morning so that parents, who may be playing themselves, can be at Adult games kicking off at 1pm.
Whilst we don’t have many Adults teams ourselves, visiting teams may have parents playing
themselves and some of our parents play elsewhere. There were a few days in 2017 where we only
just managed to get the children’s games done by the required time. The wear and tear on the field
is also making us want to spread the work around.

Figure 3: Precinct 1 from the draft master plan (extract)

Extra space for young soccer players
As a result, we have been looking for more space for fields for the younger players. In particular, we
have had our eye on the recently liberated area between the amenities building and George Street.
In Figure 4, this is the yellow area marked “Buildings now removed”. This area is currently largely
grass. It could easily support an U6/U7 soccer field and probably an U7/U8 field. Laid in the same
space – the U6/U7 field is half of a U8/U9 field. Game fields of such sizes are regularly used by many
of the informal visitors to the reserve, so this area would gain a wider usage than just by our club
and would help spread the informal work load around. Some lighting would be required to allow
this to be used for training purposes, but for Saturday games, it could be used for U6/U7 as is.
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Figure 4: The northern end of Robin Thomas, extracted from page 6 of the draft master plan

Cricket
Whilst Robin Thomas is used for Cricket through the summer season, currently there is no cricket
club based at Robin Thomas. A reoccurring theme as new people have joined our club in recent
years is “why does the club not also do cricket?” It makes sense – the local community, particularly
the many of a sub-continent background, has a strong interest in Cricket but don’t have a local club
to join. Players in our club have to join other clubs based elsewhere for summer sports. The reason
we can’t also run cricket (and why no club based at Robin Thomas can) is the lack of cricket nets.
In the existing layout, it is not clear where they would go. But as shown below, we believe it is
possible in the future.

Recommended re-working of Precinct 1
Reflecting the issues above, in order better support the future of our community, we propose the
following reworking of Precinct 1:
The parking area (to the east of Ellangowan House) should be re-purposed for 2 or 3 cricket nets
laying in the north-south direction. The block should still be connected through to Robin Thomas
with a path and appropriate landscaping.
The area in the north west marked “Open Turf for informal recreational use” should be repurposed
as the car parking area. This can be accessed using the “Service Access” point and still surrounded
by quality tree plantings such that it is barely visible from outside. Given the only occasional use of
this for parking, it may be possible to keep it as grass.
The layout of Amenities block should be significantly changed. It should only run East-West and
should be a little closer to Field 1. Consideration should be given to removing the centre Fig tree
(which is currently crowding out the other two) to liberate space for this building. The block could
then be given a second floor for the meeting rooms, clubroom and a veranda overlooking the fields,
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leaving the storerooms, toilets, change rooms and canteen on the ground floor. We are thinking
here of something similar to what was recently done at Rydalmere Park.
The above should liberate sufficient space for at least a U6/U7 field (20m x 30m), maybe an U8/U9
(30m x 40m) field to the north of the amenities block. If U8/U9 (30m x 40m) is possible, thought
must be given to the fencing to the light rail, but children of this age don’t kick balls as high – so it
doesn’t need to be as high as for Field 1 to the light rail.

Field lighting
There is only a minor mention of field lighting in the master plan. The Parramatta area has few fields
that are lit to the 100 Lux standard required for night football games. This makes it hard for our
association to recover after a period of wet-weather. Fields are worked hard with Saturday/Sunday
double headers to recover, which is also very tough on Adult players (children are normally are okay
with them). Mid-week night games are the solution, but fields with 100 to 150 Lux lighting are
required.
Recommendation: That reworking of Robin Thomas include improved field lighting to 150 Lux
standards. This should be done with posts tall enough such that the lights look down and light the
field rather than the sky (which will annoy people in soon to be built local residential buildings).

Sports Centre and Facilities
It is the view of the club and community that we really must take advantage of this window of
opportunity that exists now to provide the community with some much needed sporting
infrastructure. We fully understand and appreciate that Robin Thomas Reserve is Parramatta CBD’s
premier parkland and it is time to stop expecting the community to accept antiquated buildings and
their shortcomings but rather to turn Robin Thomas into the pride of the west.
It is unacceptable that Parramatta LGA (excluding Homebush Bay which only recently was included
in the Parramatta LGA) does not have a single synthetic turf field. Let’s turn Robin Thomas into a
modern all year round high quality sporting facility with synthetic turf, 150 lux lighting, modern
clubhouse and amenities block, cricket pitch and nets.
Parramatta CBD and immediate community is worthy of such facilities and if not now, when?
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In Summary
Granville Waratah recommends/requests the following enhancements to the draft master
plan:
•

That consideration be given, of how manage the field surface such that it can handle
the required work. In particular, should artificial turf be applied?

•

That the master plan considers the current flow of pedestrians across the North-West
corner in particular and how they are likely to move around the reserve in the new
layout (particularly if the light rail runs along Harris Street).

•

If the light rail runs adjoining Robin Thomas along Harris Street, the fencing between
the light rail and Robin Thomas Field 1 must be 4 to 5 metres high, not 3 metres.

•

That the Precinct 1 layout should be reworked to support Cricket nets and extra minisoccer field space.

•

That 150 Lux field lighting be provided on appropriately tall poles to avoid community
issues from wasted and/or unwanted light.

•

That the northwest corner of Precinct 1 be turned into a car park. This would cause
less damage to the archeologically sensitive area and there is certainly a need to
accommodate the increasing number of vehicles. This area is currently and has
traditionally been used as a car park. We prefer it remain green but a hard surface is
also acceptable.

The club is happy to work through the details of these requests with the people developing the plan.
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